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The wind was still blowing over the Farm,

but the storm seemed to be almost over.

Sally was hiding next to her bed,

frightened and worried,

huddled under her chequered blanket.

She gathered her courage

and went out to look for her friends...
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Thomas popped up from his doghouse,

he was all dazed and confused:

Sally ran over to help him.

Andrea came out from his hole too

and reached the centre of  the farmyard.

Sally ran over to give him a hug,

she was happy: her friends were all fine.

Hey! Wait a second!

Where is Grace?
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The three friends hunted high and low,
but there was no trace of  Grace.
Then, all of  a sudden, they heard her voice,
coming from her kitchen.
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Sally ran over: Grace was hiding under the table,

all covered with flour, sugar and eggs.

The kitchen was destroyed and Grace was very scared.

Sally tried to comfort her: with everyone’s engagement,

the Farm would have turned nicer than it was before!
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Andrea and Thomas fixed the doghouse,

while Grace cleared her kitchen.

Sally took care of  cleaning the yard

and collecting the branches and leaves

brought over by the storm.

The Farm was turning back 

to its old splendour.

To celebrate,

Grace proposed to prepare 

a tasty snack for everyone.
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Suddenly they heard the sound of  a gong.

A very special guest arrived at the Farm,

bringing with her a mysterious suitcase.
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Grace ran over to hug Mandarin Goose:

the friends were surprised and very curious...

Sally was the first to introduce,

waving her paws to greet her.

Grace suggested her to make a bow,

as it is used where Mandarin Goose lives.

Thomas became very emotional

and wasn’t able to say a word.

On the other hand, Andrea performed

a perfect bow, taking his hat off.
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Sally updated Mandarin Goose

about the terrible storm

that had destroyed the Farm.
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The preparation of  Tea

required a special concentration.

Mandarin Goose invited

Sally and Grace to sit besides her,

while Andrea and Thomas

took away all the tools.
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Mandarin Goose opened her mysterious suitcase.

Sally and Grace looked, all enchanted, at its content:

a big steamy teapot, five woundeful cups

and a small box with Tea.
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Before drinking Tea it was necessary

to make a Dance of  Happiness,

to bring joy back to the Farm.

The scent of  Tea had to be liberated

everywhere, to bring happiness and joy!
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The Dragon Tea prepared by Mandarin Goose

brought back serenity among the friends.
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All of  a sudden they heard a music:

a cart was entering in the farmyard.
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But... Is it really possible to trap the wind?

To convince the friends of  the Farm,

the scientist propose a practical demonstration:

his assistant Picchio, a woodpecker, would have entered

into the bright chamber, to challenge the fury of  the wind.
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Picchio was frightened,

but the scientist forced him to enter.

He inserted a huge key into the lock,

opened the four bolts that protected

the doors and entered.

Immediately they heard the blowing of  the wind,

while the shadow of  Picchio was bumped

from one side to the other of  the chamber.

Outside, the four friends were terrified.
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Suddenly the noise stopped mysteriousy.

The shadow of  Mandarin Goose appeared next 

to Picchio’s one, holding a huge electric fan.

It was a cheat! It was not a scientist, but a 

disguise of  Faina, the marten! 

Faina and Picchio ran away,

Sally and the other friends played at making

Chinese Shadow Puppets all day long.
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Mandarin Goose made more Tea

and Grace served her ginger cookies...

And from that day on, the storm

never returned to the Farm.
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The Adventures of  Sally is a tv series for kids, set in a Farm

with the main character Sally, a lovely little pig, and her group of  friends.

There’s Grace, Sally’s best friend, an elegant hen, passionate about cooking and fashion.

Thomas, the guard dog, a bit clumsy but loyal and generous.

Lastly, there’s Andrea, a slightly conceited and snobby fox.

Every day a new adventure, new friends to meet, new magic objects and new stories to tell.

But beware, Faina - a sly marten - is lying in wait...

The series helps children to develop their social skills.

Each episode storyline emphasizes essential skills and values such as honesty, responsibility,

friendship, cooperation, self  esteem, respect for feelings and property, and more.

The Adventures of  Sally addresses the importance of  issues like saving, recycling,

taking care of  others and the value of  natural resources and entrepreneurship.

The Adventures of  Sally has also become a series of  books,

with one book and an accompanying DVD for each episode.



www.theadventuresofsally.com 

www.leavventuredisally.it

The Adventures of  Sally is a tv series written by Domenico Ciolfi, Jader Giraldi and Roberto Pagliara,

produced by Mr.Arkadin Film and Zeranta Edutainment and directed by Domenico Ciolfi.

Executive production was overseen by Jader Giraldi. The series is interpreted by the actors

of  the Teatro Due Mondi company.




